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Kant’s
Discipline of Knowledge
Based on his
Natural Philosophy

[1] Preliminary Remarks

I am grateful to the Macau University for having invited me in
order to give a lecture concerning my view on Kant’s Theoretical Philosophy, in Kant’s own words: on his Speculative Métaphysics.
In past years I sometimes carried out complete seminars on Kant’s
Theoretical Philosophy, mostly in German, and one time also in English.
But now it is the first time that I am supposed to outline his philosophy
within one session.
Kant’s philosophy is exemplary to me, in spite of the fact that some
steps of his presupposition are to be revised.
It was autumn of 1956 when I started to read Kant’s opus magnum
„Critik der reinen Vernunft“.1 I was able to read it, due to that respect of
Latin which my former teacher Gertrud Leuze tried to get me familiarized with. For Kant wrote this text by using German expressions in accordance with the grammar of Latin, strictly speaking: in accordance
with the grammar which was used by Cicero and related ancient Roman
writers.
But, alas, in spite of the fact that I understood this and that of it, I
was not able to get the red line in order to understand the sequence of
his arguments. Therefore, instead of concentrating my mind to the subjects of the Gymnasium, I read this extended text paragraph by paragraph; and I made notes of each paragraph into a small booklet. By doing this, within 1957 I received a first –but all but completely clear and
sufficient– view of his subtle arguments.
This title is written nowadays as: „Kritik der reinen Vernunft“, which is usually
abbreviated by: „KrV“.
1
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By this invitation of the Macau University, I received the opportunity to summarize my present view of his Theoretical Philosophy,
culminating in that Speculative Métaphysics which he mainly developed
in this main opus magnum of him.

[2] Kant’s Philosophical Education

Immanuel Kant was born at 1724 at Königsberg,2 which was at that
time the capital of Prussia. He was one of the nine children of the saddler and harness maker Johann Georg Kant and his wife Anna Regina née
Reuter, whereby four of them died before they became adult.3
Already 1732 Kant was sent to the Collegium Fredericianum; and
already 1740 he was enrolled at the Albertus-Universität at Königsberg.
There he studied mainly philosophy. At that ages up to the beginning of
the 20th century, mathematics as well as natural philosophy –the nowadays natural sciences– were regarded as part of philosophy and were
therefore taught at the philosophical institutes.4
During the next six years, Martin Knutzen (1713-1751) was his
main teacher in Philosophy.
In order to understand Kant’s course of academic life, it is important to characterize Knutzen.
Knutzen was interested mainly in the philosophies of Christian
Wolff (1679-1754),5 of John Locke (1632-1704),6 and of Isaac Newton
2

Since 1945, Königsberg is called „Kaliningrad“, with relation to Stalin’s compliant
servant Kalinin.
But fortunately, some years ago the Universität of Königsberg was designated as
„Kant University“.
Therefore, I do not abandon my hope that Kant’s town sometimes will be renamed to
„Königsberg“, like „Leningrad“ was renamed to “St. Petersburg“, or that Kant’s town
will be named to, e.g., „Kantagrad“, in honour to Kant.
3 At that former age, this was the usual death rate of the not yet adult persons.
4 See, e.g., the opus magnum of Isaak Newton „Philosophiae naturalis principia mathematica“.
5 Wolff intended to prove all the laws of natural philosophy by means of logic solely:
This rationalist tried to show that these laws may be derived from the law of causality
using thereby mathematical means, that the law of causality is derivable from the
principle of sufficient reason, and that this principle of sufficient reason is provable by
means of deductive logic solely. No inductive logic –i.e.: no set of arguments which
regard epistemic probabilities– was accepted thereby. See Appendix 1.
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(1643-1727).7 But he emphatically disliked main parts of the philosophy of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716),8 mainly his central doctrine of the pre-established harmony of the world concerning causality
and teleology, i.e.: concerning the relations because and in-order-to;
such a doctrine9 was –according to him– the pillow for the lazy mind.10
And he, too, emphatically disliked the philosophy of George Berkeley
(1684-1753)11 and of other kinds of idealism, i.e.: of doctrines which
are not dealing of the things of the world but of appearances and of
impressions solely as starting points of analyses.
In his view, the only reasonable theory of the world is that of
physical influx as stated by Locke and by other doctrines of corpuscularism.12 Nevertheless, in accordance with Newton’s view, he intended
to bring together the theory of Newton’s mechanics and the doctrines of
Christianity, by using thereby the methodology of Wolff.
But Knutzen’s knowledge of mathematical calculus, established by
Newton and also by Leibniz, as well as his abilities concerning mathematical calculus were far from being perfect. Therefore, he substituted
rigorous calculation by mechanical models, created either by craft or
solely by mind, i.e.: by intuition.

Locke was a semi-empiristic philosopher who was suffering from a hang-over of the
rationalistic philosophy of René Descartes (1596 -1650).
7 In some respect, Newton, too, maintained a rationalistic position. For he refused
inductive arguments in order to establish his theory; and he refused relativistic behaviour, saying: „Hypotheses non fingo!“
8 The central doctrine of Leibniz contains the view that an omniscient mind sees and
recognizes that our factual world of causality is, too, a world of teleology, since it is the
best of all possible worlds.
9 According to our historical knowledge, Plátọn was the irst philosopher who tried to
combine causality and teleology; see his dialogue „Timaios“.
10 It has to be assumed that Knutzen used this expression more than one time; for
Kant did not forget it.
And obviously, Kant was interested in questions of teleology from the beginning on;
for otherwise there were no reasons for Knutzen’s repeated attempts to keep Kant
from disciplines of that kind.
In the concluding part „Transzendentale Methodenlehre“ of his „KrV“, Kant sketched
an new and subtle version of bringing together causality and teleology.
11 His principle „esse est percipi“ would lead to the conclusion that something which is
not perceived at some time would not exist at that time. But according to Berkeley,
this cannot happen; for God always perceives everything.
Therefore, God is one of the perceivers, distinguished from the perceivers of finite
capacity solely by his omnipotence and omniscience.
12 This has to be kept in mind in order to understand why Knutzen rejected Kant’s first
publication.
6
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Therefore, Knutzen introduced Kant into the philosophia naturalis
of Newton by using mechanical models and elementary mathematics
without calculus; and he dissuaded the young scholar from the philosophies of Berkeley and of Leibniz and of related philosophers.
Of course, Knutzen introduced Kant into the history of philosophy,
too, thereby mainly into Ancient Greek philosophies. And Kant’s certainly was interested in all realms of philosophy from the beginning on:
be it History of Philosophy or be it Systematic Philosophy, and be it
Theoretical Philosophy or be it Practical Philosophy. Therefore, I am
sure that Kant read carefully all the texts of Aristotélẹs, of Plátọn, of
Anaxagóras, of Dẹmókritos, of Empedoklệs and of Hẹrákleitos, as far as
these texts were available to him at that period.
All these six years of studying, Kant kept in close contact with his
teacher. But Knutzen did not regard this young man to be one of his
best students. The reasons of this –in fact: completely wrong– estimation was not reported. Regarding Kant’s philosophical interests by viewing his later publications, this is my hypothesis and my opinion: Kant
was not willing to observe strictly the advices of his teacher; but Knutzen was suffering from a dominant personality.

So it happened 1746, when Kant published his thesis „Gedanken
von der wahren Schätzung der lebendigen Kräfte“13, his teacher Knutzen did not accept it; therefore –and also because of his father’s stroke
and subsequent death in the same year 1746– , Kant had to leave the
university and to work as private teacher in order to earn his livelihood.

[3] Kant’s Philosophical Development

Knutzen died 1751; and 1754, Kant went back to the Universität of
Königsberg in order to continue his study, probably supported by the
family of the Earl Keyserlingk; for he and the family of Keyserlingk remained in friendship all the years afterwards.
At the Universität of Königsberg, Kant stayed as private tutor since
about 1753. Already 1755 he published his now developed natural phi„Thoughts concerning the True Estimation of Living Forces“.
Perhaps influenced by the doctrine of Anaxagóras, Kant from the beginning on
regarded the continuous energy as being somehow fundamental to the universe.
13
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losophy in his book „Allgemeine Naturgeschichte und Theorie des Himmels“14.
This famous treatise was the milestone of the road of modern astronomy and cosmology. For in this treatise Kant argued –by the way: in
direct contrast to Newton– that and why the development of the universe in general and of the solar system in particular may be and has to
be understood and explained without rooting thereby at some god and
creator as the main part of the universe.
In his view, there are two kinds of forces respectively energies,
namely: the force of attraction, and the force of repulsion.15 No other
forces and no divine will is needed in order to explain the present state
of the universe:
Concerning the beginning which lead to the present state of the
universe, a complete disordering is to be assumed.16 The overlapping
acting of these two forces lead step by step to accumulations of the
originally disordered matter and finally to states of equilibrium like the
circulating movement of the planets around the sun.
And since the matter within the space is huge, there are plenty of
such solar systems which, together are circulating in a disk, which we
observe as Milky Way. But it may be assumed that within the universe
there exist plenty of additional milky ways, which at this time were not
observable yet. 17
Summarizing Kant’s doctrine by using his own words: „Ich habe,
nachdem ich die Welt in das einfachste Chaos versetzt, keine anderen
Kräfte als Anziehungs- und Zurückstoßungskraft zur Entwicklung der
großen Ordnung der Natur angewandt, zwei Kräfte, welche beide gleich
gewiss, gleich einfach und gleich ursprünglich und allgemein sind.“18
„General History of Nature and Theory of the Sky“.
According to Empedoklệs, these are the cosmic energies of love and of hatred.
16 But this assumption is not needed; every alternative assumption would work, too.
17 Much later, Pierre-Simon Laplace (1749-1827) developed a related doctrine, but
assuming thereby that the planets are offsprings of gas-clouds exposed by the sun.
By the way: If this were the case, the earth would consist of hydrogenium and helium
solely.
18 Concepts like „gewiss–einfach–ursprünglich–allgemein“ [= „certain–simple–original–universal“ indicate Plátọn’s in luence on Kant; see esp.: Plátọn “Kratylos”.
At that period of Greek philosophy, five methodologies were assumed and used:
(1) the purely empiristic methodology of Aristíppos and of Epíkouros, stating that
knowledge is received by collecting data and by generalizing them via induction;
(2) the semi-empiristic methodology of Hippokrátẹs the physician and his medical
school, stating that some simple and sure ordering structure of the objects –in his
14
15
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This indicates an influence of Plátọn’s methodology.19 And this is
almost obvious in his Dissertation of the same year 1755 „Meditationum quarundam de igne succinta delineatio“20: The criteria which are
used there by Kant are neither empiristic ones nor rationalistic ones,
but are using these methodological means: certainty–simplicity–originality–obviousness.
And at this same year 1755 he wrote down and published his Habilitationsschrift –his university lecturing qualification thesis– called
„Principiorum primorum cognitionis metaphysicae nova dilucidatio”21.
In spite of the fact that this thesis is written by using the vocabulary of
rationalism, it is Kant’s first step to overcome this attempt of trying to
derive every empirical truth from the deductive principle of excluded
contradiction.

His second step in this direction is to be found in his essay of 1764
called „Untersuchungen über die Deutlichkeit der Grundsätze der na-

case: the Indian doctrine of the four juices– is available according to which the data
are to be ordered in order to receive sound generalizations;
(3) the induction-deduction methodology of Aristotélẹs, stating that the upmost
generalizations are to be reaches by suitable inductions according to (1), and that
afterwards the truths are to be justified by deducing them from these generalizations;
(4) the deductive-eristic methodology of the Megaric school, stating that the falsehoods are to be eliminated by deducing contradictions from them, whereby it is all but
sure that the truth may be reached on this road or on another one; and
(5) the deductive-dialectic methodology of Plátọn, stating that by using the dialectical method of questioning and answering the ultimate and sure and simple truths are
to be gained, from which by using a sound methd of deduction every other truth is to
be derived in order to become a knowledge.
At that period, Kant obviously regarded the methodology (5) as that one which is
appropriate for investigations in natural philosophy.
19 Nevertheless, Kant freed himself from Plátọn’s thesis according which some omnipotent god is needed in order to develop a doctrine of cosmology; see Plátọn’s dialogue „Timaios“.
Even Newton taught that some omnipotent god is some object within space and
time and therefore a member of our universe.
20 „Meditation concerning the ire, shortly outlined“. It must not be forgotten that
Hẹrákleitos regarded the ire – i.e.: of the five elements earth–water–fire–wind–ether
the middle one– as the source and spring of everything. Of course, these elements
were not regarded as particles but as states, strictly spoken by using the terms of the
continental version of the Newtonian mechanics at Kant’s time: as the amounts of energies at some place at some time.
21 „New Illumination of the First Principles of Metaphysical Cognition”.
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türlichen Theologie und Moral“22. In my view, this essay contains Kant’s
first step in his later distinction of intuition and concept, but performed
here solely concerning mathematics.

[4] Kant and Hume

At 1739, David Hume (1711-1766) published his opus magnum
„A Treatise of Human Nature“. But this important work remained unknown among most of his contemporaries; and certainly, Kant did not
read it before 1764. But certainly, he read it before 1770. And by reading it, he abandoned the still remaining contemporary kinds of rationalism completely, in his own words: he woke up from his dogmatic
slumber. This is to be recognized 1770.

For at 1770, Kant was appointed Professor of Logic and Metaphysics at the Universität of Königsberg; during the years of his study this
academic position was hold by Knutzen. Concerning this purpose of
being appointed, in defense of this appointment Kant wrote down his
inaugural dissertation „De mundi sensibilis atque intelligibilis forma et
principiis“23. This essay indicates his third step of abandoning rationalism of his century, his decisive step; and –as it seems to me– he now
terminated decisively his period of being connected with Knutzen.

When Kant wrote down this treatise, he certainly already read
Hume’s opus magnum. But it seems that he read it, so to speak, just
before, without analyzing in detail every argument of Hume. In any
case, those arguments of that great Scottish philosopher which Kant
read and investigated made him full-awake from his previous dogmatic
slumber of contemporary rationalism. For Hume’s main conceptions of
sensority and intelligiblity constitute the nucleus of Kant’s essay:
⋆ Cognition does not reach beyond intuition.
According to Hume, the fundament of every cognition of things of
the world is twofold, consisting of impressions and ideas. This was accepted by Kant and renamed by „An-Schauung“ [= „intuition, view-at“]
and „Begriff“ [= „concept“]. The spacial and temporal forming of intui-

„Inquiry Concerning the Distinctness of the Principles of Natural Theology and Morality”.
23 „The Sensual and Intellectual Form and Principles of the World“.
22
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tions –therefore: space and time– are, of course, innate; but the doctrine
that the concepts, too, are to be innate, this viam sternit philosophiae
pigrorum [= paves the way for a philosophy of the lazy ones ].24 The
concepts of the conceptual forms of impressions resp. intuitions are by
no means innate but acquired: of course, not acquired by perceiving
sensory objects but by perceiving the power of perceiving sensory objects. Therefore, in order to discover the system of all of these concepts,
not the external things but the internal human nature is to be analyzed,
whereby this human nature –with regard to intuitions and concepts –
is to be investigated concerning its sensority and its mentality.25
Of course, Kant was familiar with the Aristotelian categories; but
he regarded these ten ones as found by chance without any system and
therefore without any simplicity and certainty.
And, of course, Kant did not miss Hume’s statements with regard to
relations of ideas; and he understood these relations as categories,
some of them being in fact fundamental ones, while other ones being
derived ones. Hume wrote:26
»Of these seven relations [i.e.: resemblance, identity, space and
time, quantity or number, degrees of the same quality, contrariety,
causes or effects ], there remain only four which, depending solely
upon ideas, can be the objects of knowledge and certainty. These four
are resemblance, contrariety, degrees in quality, and proportions in
quantity or number. Three of these relations are discoverable at first
sight, and fall more properly under the province of intuition than demonstration.«
Furthermore, Hume establishes eight rules by which causes and
effects are to be found out and judged.27 The three initial ones are

See Appendix 2.
I assume that Knutzen, too, maintained the view: „anima naturaliter christiana“ of
Tertulianus (160-222).
For obviously the theories –and therefore the concepts– of space and time cannot be
deduced from the principle of excluded contradiction of deductive logic.
Therefore, as Knutzen might have argued, another additional spring of cogent nonempirical truths are to be found in human souls.
Since Kant several times calls Hume „the Great Hume“, it is completely out of question that he is hinting here to Hume.
25 Philosophical investigations on mentality lead to some philosophy of mind.
26 See Book I, Part I, Section V, and Part III, Sections I and III; see Appendix 3.
27 See Book I, Part III, Section XV; see Appendix 3.
24
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stated without any attempt of empirical justification; and the five other
ones are derived, according to him, from experience, and in Kant’s view
therefore: not from experience concerning sensory objects but from reflecting experience, strictly speaking: from experience concerning the
sentient being’s experience concerning sensory objects.28
Kant certainly did not miss these statements of Hume. And he devoted the following decade –his silent decade – to the aim of developing
a complete system of such meta-physical rules which are apriorical
truths, whereby these truths –in order to become knowledges– are to
be demonstrated by apriorical means solely. For this is in accordance
with Plátọn’s concept of knowledge, which in my opinion was already
developed by Prọtagoras.
And therefore, the bricks for establishing the building of his theory
of criticism were mostly available in his dissertation of 1770, but yet
somehow scattered and not well ordered.
Yet three main questions of any serious epistemology are not regarded by Kant in this dissertation, namely:
(1) the fundamental positions of the Self of the experiencing person
versus of the Non-Self of that person;
(2) the fundamental positions of [epistemological] Realism versus
Idealism; and
(3) the question how to establish a middle position position between
the Wolffean Dogmatism and the Humean Scepticism.
Concerning the Platonic idea of a Self within each person, Hume
emphatically declares that the idea of a perceiver can be derived from
respective external and internal impressions, but that the idea of a Self
remains empty:29

»There are some philosophers,30 who imagine we are every moment intimately conscious of what we call our SELF (...). Unluckily all
these positive assertions are contrary to that very experience, which is

Using the terminology of Alfred Tarski (1901-1983), this consists of an advance to
the epistemological meta-level of reflection.
29 See Book I, Part IV, Section VI; see Appendix 3. Certainly this Section VI was written
with regard to Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) and the Ship of Thẹseús.
30 Obviously, he means not only genuine Christian philosophers but also René Descartes (1596-1650) and his followers.
28
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pleaded for them, nor have we any idea of self, after the manner it is
here explain’d.«

Concerning the question of realism versus idealism, Hume took a
low position. Of course, he sometimes used expressions like: „the idea
of a table“. But such expressions are loose kinds of using his everydayEnglish within philosophical contexts, and should be rewritten as: „the
impression from which the idea of a table is derived“; they must not be
misunderstood as some kind of Platonic realism.
In fact, he remains agnostically concerning the question of epistemical realism and epistemical idealism.

Concerning the question of dogmatis versus scepticism, seen from
Kant’s point of view, Hume argued in the sense of the ancient representatives of scepticism like Pýrrhọn and Sextus Empiricus. For, according
to Hume, even concerning truths of deductive logic and of mathematics
a certainty concerning the correctness of their respective validity can
never be obtained, let alone all the empirical truths. Only some –in most
cases: sufficiently high– probability of not to be mistaken may be gained, whereby a residue of uncertainty remains everytime; and the iterations of such residues may accumulate; but this infinite sequence need
not obtain 0 as its limit.31
In the sense of Hume, this means that from a pure theoretical point
of view, complete scepticism is unavoidable, of course: that scepticism
is avoided by pragmatic decisions solely but nevertheless avoided effectively.
I don’t know why Kant did not accept this pragmatical argument
that there cannot be any firm and unrefutable knowledge, and that only
pragmatical reasons may lead us to accept, e.g., some deductive-logical
truth, supposing thereby that the probability of being in error is negligible small and can be regarded as practically being zero.
I am convinced that Kant knew Plátọn’s argument:32
»Suppose that everything flows; then also the truth of „Everything
flows“ flows. But this destroys this assumption „Everything flows“,
which therefore is refuted.«
See Book I, Part IV, Section I; see Appendix 3.
Cf. the plenty of attempts of best mathematicians to derive the geometrical axiom of
parallels from the set of the remaining axioms.
32 See Plátọn’s dialogue „Kratylos“. By the way: It is surprising that Plátọn did not hesitate to use such an eristic syllogism instead of a purely dialectic one!
31
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Since Kant surely felt unable to accept pretty sure as a substitute
of completely sure, I therefore assume that he had in mind an argument
like this:
»Suppose that no statement is [completely] certain; then also this
statement „No statement is [completely] certain“ is not [completely]
certain; but this destroys that assumption „No statement is [completely]
certain“, which therefore is refuted.«
In any case, it took years and years for Kant to search and to gain
the way out of the duality ‹dogmatism, scepticism›; and at some time
during this so-called „ten silent years“ he finally reached the view of the
threefoldness
‹dogmatism, skepticism, criticism›,
whereby criticism is not to be regarded as being a poor compromise out
of that duality, but is the result of a thorough analysis of human perceiving and thinking, i.e.: of reflecting on these human capacities.33

[5] Kant’s Critique of the Pure Reason

I will try to summarize Kant’s discipline of knowledge with regard
to his opus magnum „Kritik der reinen Vernunft“ of 1781,34 as follows:

[5][a] Truth and Knowledge

According to Kant, first of all it has to be maintained that there
exists knowledge, i.e.: judgments which are true and whose truths is
justified or at least justifiable in a strict sense.
Then naturally the question arises: „What can we –i.e.: we human
beings– know?35 What is the area of our knowledge, and what are the
limits of this area?“

The extended using of the form of this threefoldness lead him to the resp. threefold
subdivisions of the four kinds of judgments as well as of categories.
NB: See his remarks at „KrV-B“ p.110; cf. Hegel’s methodology!
34 This 1st edition is commonly designated by „KrV A“ or by „KrV-A“, briefly: by „A“,
while the 2nd edition of 1787 is designated by „KrV B“ or by „KrV-B“, , briefly: by „B“.
I prefer to use the doctrine of „KrV-A“. For „KrV-B“ contains a doctrine which is
slightly different from the doctrine of „KrV-A“.
35 Kant’s discipline of knowledge is related to human beings. He does not exclude that
it turns out to be valid also for other sentient beings; but he mentions that, concerning
other kinds of sentient beings, there may be different modes of receiving knowledge.
33
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In advance, the concept of knowledge is to be analyzed, which is
done in the sense as it is reported by Plátọn36:
• »A sentence is a knowledge iff
(a) this sentence is an accepted judgment/statement, whereby
(b) this sentence is true, and
(c) this truth of that sentence is justified.«

Ad (a): A judgment is a sentence which is thought by someone, i.e.:
which is internally spoken by someone to himself [at some time]; and a
statement is a sentence which is [not only thought by someone but furthermore] stated by someone to someone else [at some time]. Obviously, a sentence which never was thought cannot be a knowledge.
Ad (b): A sentence is true iff it is in agreement with its object,37 i.e.:
if it describes a state of affairs which is a fact.38
Ad (c): The justification of the truth of some sentence consists in
some suitable argumentation which leads to the truth of that sentence,
whereby the validity of the argumentation does not depend on nonjustified sentences.39
At least the analytical truths are knowledges in this sense of the
expression, namely: the truths of formal logic40 and furthermore the
truths of the formal-logical consequences from definitions. The nonanalytical truths are the synthetical truths.
A pure truth resp. an apriorical truth is a true judgment whose
truth is provable without using thereby any connection to sensory data
respectively to measuring results. A non-apriorical truth is an empirical
truth resp. an aposteriorical truth. Then, of course,
(I) the analytical truths are apriorical truths; but furthermore,
(II) the mathematical truths –in spite of being synthetical truths–
nevertheless are apriorical truths, since they are associated and connected with pure –i.e.: apriorical– intuitions; and, in addition,
According to Plátọn, a mere judgment in a tête-à-tête of the psychẹ́ with itself.
In my opinion, both this de inition of knowledge and the other de inition of truth
were robbed by Plátọn from the book of Prọtagóras „On Truth“.
37 This is the definition as it was used during the periods before Alfred Tarski (19011983); and Kant, too, accepted this definition. See „KrV-A“ p. 58.
38 This is a gross account of Tarski’s subtle definition of the concept of truth.
39 This rigidity, due to Plátọn, is accepted by Kant without any objection.
40 With the expression „formal logic“ Kant always means deductive logic. In fact, he
nowhere even mentions inductive logic.
36
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(III) there exist also synthetic-apriorical truths outside of the domain
of mathematics, namely: the truths concerning the reine Verstandesbegriffe [= pure concepts of the intellect ], which, too, are associated and
connected with pure intuitions.
Then the question „What can we know?“ is to be answered by: „We
can know the apriorical truths and nothing more!“, whereby –to be repeated in order to avoid misunderstandings– the concept „knowledge“
is used in its strictest meaning.
Ad (I): The truths of formal logic are purely formal; for they reduce the unlimited thruths of a discipline to a finite set of axioms without thereby creating any additional content. And truths derived from
some defined concept consist of logical consequences received from its
definiens.
By the way: Since –concerning (III)– Kant needed some new nonformal logic,41 he subdivided the „KrV“ –according to the text-books of
formal logic at that period– in a first step into „Transzendentale Elementarlehre“ and „Transzendentale Methodenlehre“.42

Ad (II): Mathematics consists of arithmetic and geometry.
Those apriorical truths of mathematics which are genuine to this
discipline –i.e.: which are not analytical truths and which therefore are
synthetical truths– can be justified; and they must be justified by intuition, i.e.: by the manner in which we human beings look at the objects,
briefly: by the look-at.43

See Hume’s statement concerning „LOGIC“ versus „[the discipline of the] scholastic
logicians“! Cf. Book I, Part III, Section XV; see Appendix 3.
42 See, e.g., Antoine Arnault (1612-1694) „La logique ou l’art de penser ... “ (1683).
But Kant’s „Transzendentale Methodenlehre“ is nothing more than a summary.
43 Kant translated L: „intuitio“ by G: „Anschauung“, which indicates that he used the
Latin expression „intuitio“ in the sense of the German expression „An-Schauung“.
This –just created by me and therefore artificial– concept „look-at“ is to be subdivided into these two respects: „looking-at“ and „caught-sight“ [= „the result of
looking-at“].
It may be assumed that arguing in that manner is some residue of what he was
taught in mathematics by his former teacher Knutzen.
NB: At the period of Kant, there did not exist any axiomatic system of arithmetic. But
this is my opinion with regard to Kant:
(a) If such an axiom system were been available to Kant, he certainly would have
argued that the fundamental terms of the axioms are to be interpreted according to
the segments of the temporal flow, and that the axioms of Euclidian geometry are to
be interpreted according to the segments of spatial extension.
41
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The way in which a [human] subject looks at external –i.e.: at physical – objects happens both spatial and temporal.44
The spatial manner of looking-at contains three dimensions; and
the temporal manner of looking-at contains one dimension.45 Therefore,
the truths [of some discipline] of geometry are to be justified by the
manner of spatial looking-at, by spatial intuition.46 On the other hand,
the series of numbers is to be represented by a line.47 Therefore, the
numbers may be regarded as temporal sequences; and the arithmetical
truths then are to be justified by the manner of temporal looking-at, by
temporal intuition.48
These two kinds of looking-at [= of pure intuitions] are grasped by
pure concepts of the intellect; and from the content of these concepts
the apriorical conceptions49 of mathematical disciplines are derived.50
The way in which a [human] subject looks at internal –i.e.: at
mental – objects happens temporal solely.51 For thoughts, feelings etc.
are to be ordered only temporally and by no means spatially.52
(b) If the Frege-Russell-analyses of the Dedekind-Peano-system of arithmetic were
been available to Kant, he certainly would have argued that the axiom of infinity –i.e.:
that one axiom which then remains as the only non-analytical apriorical statement–
needs exactly this interpretation related to the infinite sequence of time.
44 According to Kant, it cannot be excluded that there exist still additional manners of
looking at objects. But human beings are not able to think up and to seize such ones.
45 I am sure that Kant would argue here in the kind of FN 35.
46 Of course, in order to cognize such an intuition, the subject’s mind has to look at his
own looking at some object which appears to his sensority, in short: to such an object
of appearance.
47 Of course, the complex numbers were out of range at that time.
48 The expression „temporal“ is used here solely in its physical rule, i.e.: in accordance
to „time“, but nowhere in its religious sense, i.e.: according to „worldly, mundal“.
49 Hume’s concept „idea“ contains both the concept „concept“ [= „Begriff“] and the
concept „conception“ [= „Vorstellung“]; these two concepts are to be distinguished
strictly concerning Kant’s discipline of knowledge.
50 This still was the way at which Gottlob Frege (1848-1925) intended to derive and to
justify the axioms of geometry. This is still a Platonic discipline of knowledge.
On the contrary, David Hilbert (1862-1943) argued against Frege that the axioms of
a discipline determine the discipline’s concepts. Therefore, the set of its axioms is to
be regarded as the implicit definition of its fundamental concepts, in contrast to the
derived concepts whose respective meanings are determined by explicit definitions.
51 The spatial conceptions are used three-dimensional.
But the conceptions concerning these spatial conceptions are internal objects; and
they therefore are used in the temporal ordering, i.e.: one-dimensional.
52 In order to justify this assertion, this distinction has to be observed strictly:
(a) The sensation of pain, e.g. in my left foot, is not an internal but an external object; therefore, it is looked at in temporal as well as in spatial respects.
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There may exist other sentient beings –other kinds of beings of
sensation– which possess additional manners of pre-conceptual ordering its Empfindungen [= its sensations, in Hume’s terminology: its
impressions ]53; this cannot be excluded. But we human beings do not
possess more than these two ones of space and time; and furthermore,
such additional ones are not conceivable to human beings.
By the way: Because of the differentiation of conceptions into intuitions and concepts, Kant subdivided the „Transzendentale Elementarlehre“ into „Transzendentale Ästhetik“54 and „Transzendentale Logik“.

[5][b] Intuitions and Concepts

Ad (III): There are two sources of a subject’s sensory conceptions
of the world which he tries to make out and to recognize, namely: intuitions and concepts.

An intuition may be either an empirical intuition –i.e.: a temporally
and perhaps also spatially formed intuition– or a pure intuition.
An intuition –a look-at– is pure iff it consists of the pure form of
looking at the object of appearance: (a) in the case of an external or
sensory object concerning its spatial and temporal qualities and relations; (b) and in the case of internal or immediate objects concerning
temporal qualities and relations solely. Otherwise that intuition is empirical.
A pure intuition consists of spatial as well as of temporal ordering
relations: They are set in advance by the sensority55 of the subject; and
they are designed by concepts like „beside“ and „after“ by the intellect
of the subject. These pure intuitions are related to the impressions in
some direct kind, which means here: in some non-conceptual manner,
(b) But to regard this pain as painful and therefore as unpleasant, this internal
object of the subject is to be looked at only in temporal respect.
53 Kant’s concept „Empfindung“ is synonymous with Hume’s concept „impression“;
therefore, I will use afterwards „impression“ instead of „sensation“.
But Hume’s concept „idea“ is far from being synonymous to both concepts “Begriff“
and „Idee“ of Kant!
54 Kant used the expression „Ästhetik“ in its original Greek sense of „aesthetikẹ́“, i.e.:
„discipline of perception“.
55 Concerning the five kinds of sensority –i.e.: seeing–hearing–tasting–smelling–feeling–, Kant is regarding the sensority of seeing mainly.
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i.e.: without using concepts or other means of the intellect, therefore: by
using the general means of that twofold sensority solely.
The pure intuition generates the form of an impression. This formal respect of the intuition is of apriorical kind, while the material respect –gained via impression– is of aposteriorical kind; in short: A pure
intuition is the form of an empirical intuition.56
As a consequence, this pure intuition is nothing but the mind’s being affected by the actions of these temporal or in addition also spatial
capacities. Therefore, this pure intuition can be cognized by the mind of
the perceiving subject only by directing its looking-at to these internal
actions.
An empirical intuition is the result of temporally arranging the impression into the flow of impression; and –in addition concerning the
external impressions– it is the result of the spatially arranged parts of
each external impression. Therefore, an empirical intuition contains
some pure intuitions, too, besides its empirical content, i.e.: its impression.
An empirical intuition, which concerns an object of appearance, is
related to this object via impression. On the other hand, such an empirical intuition, which exceeds the mere impression, can be gained only by
an available preceding pure intuition, i.e.: by temporal and sometimes
also spatial capacities of looking at this object of appearance, namely:
capacities or powers which are already available to the mind of the perceiving subject.
Thereby, the impression is the result of the sensory organs connected with the respective sensority being affiziert [≈ affected ]57 by
some [unknown and furthermore unknowable] Ding an sich selbst [=
thing-in-itself ]; therefore that impression is the empirical content of
the empirical intuition.
As a consequence, the empirical intuition is no mere deception, but
is reality and thus no dream and no hallucination.58
The form of intuition –of the looking-at– has to be available when an impression
occurs; for otherwise, the concepts of the intelligibility could not be applied to that
chaos of colour-spots which then would appear to the mind.
The eye as a bodily organ receives colour-spots; and the visual sensority welds together these spots to a continuum of colour-shades.
57 In contexts like this one, Kant avoids strictly to use the concept „cause“, obviously
for reasons which will become clearer later.
58 A robot, e.g., takes as real the results of his measurements, supposing thereby that
there is no loose contact in his computer. But if the latter happens, then –remembering Hume– he may cognize this only by regarding the then missing laws of causality.
56
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An Erscheinung [= appearance ] is the result of subdividing an
empirical intuition in accordance with particular means of pure intuitions, namely: by subdividing that –already generally ordered– intuition
according to spacial forms and figures, and directing the subject’s mind
to one of these forms and figures, i.e.: to the –up to then– not yet determined object [which now appears to the subject’s mind].
Such an external or outer object which appears to the subject –in
short: this object of appearance – is real, strictly speaking: it is empirically real; but it must not be identified with the object in itself –with
the thing-in-itself – which is not empirically real but transcendental,
since it is the source of what is empirical real. 59
Also concerning the subject when looking at himself concerning
physical respects, this subject does not receive any appearance how he
is independently of his sensority but solely an appearance of him as an
object of appearance. This object of appearance then will appear to the
subject as an empirically real I, whereby the subject’s body as well as
the subject’s mind is developing and changing all the time.
Of course, an internal or inner object –i.e.: a thought or some other
state of the mind– is not carried to the mind mediately, i.e.: by some
[outer] sensority, but immediately; and therefore, such an inner object
appears to the mind as it is in itself.
As it was mentioned before, there are two sources of perception,
namely: intuitions and concepts. Their combination and interplay may
lead to perception; and moreover, this interplay of them is necessary in
order to receive a perception.
A concept consists of an intension which is associated to some expression, whereby this expression may be an internal one or in addition

In fact, since the object-in-itself is transcendental ideal –i.e.: a mere concept without any available empirical contents–, therefore the appearing object is empirical
real; for therefore it is given to the subject by experience.
By the way of contrast, if that object-in-itself transcendental were real, then its real
qualities would be undiscoverable by the perceiving subject, so that the object which
appears to him would be empirically ideal only.
NB: Concerning the perceiving subject, only the object as it appears to him is of interest to him, but not the object as it may be in itself. For the thing-in-itself is beyond the
subject’s ability of looking-at and of think-about.
NNB: Kant’s concepts „transcendent“ and „transcendental“ will be explained later.
For this very moment it is sufficient to take „transcendental“ as being defined by „not a
cognition but establishing cognitions“.
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also an external expression. The intension describes some conceptual
structure which may be a general structure or a particular structure.60
With regard to an internal concept –i.e.: a concept which is to be applied
to the subject’s inner intuitions– this conceptual structure is schematized [= interpreted] only upon [the flow of] time; and with regard to an
external concept –i.e.: a concept which is to be applied to intuitions
which the subject regards as outer ones– this conceptual structure
which is schematized upon [the flow of] time is related in addition to
the three dimensions of space.
[Let the intension be some particular structure, e.g. the description
of some particular geometrical figure; and suppose that this description
fits to –i.e.: is isomorphic to– some particular form within an outer intuition, therefore with something which appears to the subject’s mind
within this intuition, in short: with an object of that appearance. Then
the outcome of applying this intension to that intuition will conceptually identify this object of appearance.
On the other hand, let the intension be]61 some general conceptual
structure, which is related to some general geometrical form established, e.g., by the limitings of colour spots; and suppose that this description fits to –i.e.: is isomorphic to– some general form within an outer intuition, therefore with something which appears to the subject’s mind
within some of these different appearances at the different objects of
appearance. Then the outcome of applying this intension to these objects of appearance will conceptually determine attributes of those objects, in short: it will lead to perceptions.
In this way both structures of concepts and forms of intuitions are
brought to synthesis by the mind’s intelligibility from where both evoked; and exactly this is the reason why they may be leaded to synthesis.
They are completely different one from another, and neither of
them can evoke the respective other one: No conceptual structure can
evoke its corresponding form of intuition; and no form of intuition can
evoke its corresponding conceptual structure. Therefore, there does not
exist any intersection between them.
Nevertheless, they are dependent one on another: For, conceptual
structures which are not related to these forms of empirical intuitions
The general forms of an empirical intuition are that ones which are formulated by
the axioms of geometry and arithmetic.
The particular forms of it consist of particular elements of these general forms, like:
[suitably chosen] points, lines, [geometrical] bodies, [arithmetical] intervals.
61 The text which is set in brackets is added by me.
60
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by which impression are ordered remain mere conceptions without any
relation to the empirical world; and on the other hand mere impressions even when they are ordered by forms of intuitions are no cognitions but remain some kind of non-structured waving.
In this sense, a concept without its intuition is empty; and an intuition without its concept is blind.62
Both intuition and concept may be either empirical or pure:
⋆ If the intuition is an empirical one, then its corresponding concept
is an empirical or aposteriorical concept; and
⋆ if the intuition is a pure one –i.e.: if this intuition consists of the
mere form of an impression [= of the apriorical share of an intuition]–,
then its corresponding concept is a pure one [= then this concept consists of the mere structure of some other empirical concept].
For example, the intuition length measured in meter is an empirical intuition; for it depends upon some empirical object and in addition
upon empirical conditions concerning moving this object; and therefore
the concept „length measured in meter“ is an empirical concept. The
intuition length is a pure intuition; and therefore the concept „length“
is an pure concept.

[5][c] The Transcendental Logic

But it is by no means sufficient, merely to regard some of our concepts to be pure ones; [for this would turn out to be some kind of philosophy of laziness.]63 Therefore, the central concepts of the discipline of
Plátọn’s omniscient and omnipotent god needed a remarkable amount of vigor in
order to connect the non-spatial ideas [= differentiations, Ideen] with spatially extended objects and their attributes like colour; see his dialogue „Timaios“.
Concerning this purpose, Kant needs neither any god nor some god’s omnipotent vigor, but solely the isomorphism of the intension of the respective concept with the
form of the received empirical impression; and the bridge from the intension of the
concept to the form of the intuition is the [transcendental scheme of] time.
63 This second of that pair of the two statements does not occur in Kant’s „KrV“; but
somehow it may be read between the lines, so to speak.
I have no doubts that Kant’s expression „philosophiae pigrorum“, used in his dissertation and there thrown against someone who was still well-known at the Universität
of Königsberg, turned back like a boomerang and pursued him afterwards; therefore –
trusting Plátọn’s assertions written in his dialogue „Kratylos“– he had to search for
justifications at least for the epistemological concepts.
62
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knowledge –i.e.: of métaphysics 64 and epistemology– are to be justified
somehow, in other words: they are to be derived.65
Such a derivation is to be certain–simple–original–universal in
order to be both cogent and well-rounded. Since the natural number
four plus three does not count all of the ten categories which are noted
by Aristotélẹs –which, too, are not complete and which furtheron are
not developed systematically–, the number four times three seems to
guarantee such a systematizaton which establishes both cogency and
well-roundedness.
In order to tread this new path of arguing, the set of informatively
used judgments are to be ordered by a complex recursive definition of
exactly these twelve [= four times three] steps.
Furthermore, the way of thinking in its formal respect is the same
in judging and in cognizing:
»Dieselbe Function, welche den verschiedenen Vorstellungen in
einem Urteile Einheit giebt, die giebt auch der bloßen Synthesis verschiedener Vorstellungen in einer Anschauung Einheit, welche, allgemein ausgedrückt, der reine Verstandesbegriff heißt. (...) Auf solche
Weise entspringen gerade so viele reine Verstandesbegriffe (...) als es
logische Functionen in allen möglichen Urtheilen [giebt].«66

Therefore, the structure of the judgments and of the cognitions is
the same, in short: judgments and cognitions are equal one to another;
they are related one to another by equality [= by isomorphy ].67

According to my opinion –which was also the opinion of Hans Reichenbach (18911953)– there exists a third path between strict justification and complete laziness.
64 Kant used the concept „metaphysics“ [almost] synonymously with „philosophy“,
with the two –very different– intensions of „dogmatical metaphysics“ [= „metaphýsics“] and „critical metaphysics“ [= „métaphysics“].
65 As I mentioned before, Kant needed almost ten years to produce such a justification;
this period nowadays is called „the silent decade“.
NB: In these justifications, he used thereby the expression „Deduktion“. In order to
avoid misunderstandings, I translate G: „Deduktion“ by E: „derivation“ and not by E:
„deduction“.
66 The same function which unites different conceptions to one judgment, also unites
the mere synthesis of different conceptions into one intuition, which –generally formulated– is called „pure concept of the intellect“. (...) In this way we will gain the same
number of pure concepts of the intellect (...) as there are logical functions in all possible judgments.“
67 Cf. Platon „Kratylos“ [439 St.]: „The well-established expressions are similar to the
things which are designated by them.“
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Then this new path is to be treated by the following four steps:

[5][d] The Transcendental Analytic

At first [= (1)], these twelve members of the recursive definition
of „judgment“ are to be designed by well-describing expressions:

1. This is the board of the judgments: 68
(a) the quantity of judgments:
universal ones, particular ones, singular ones;69
(b) the quality of judgments:
affirmative ones, negative ones, infinite ones;
(c) the relation of judgments:
categorical ones, hypothetical ones, disjunctive ones;
(d) the modality of judgments:
problematical ones, assertorical ones, apodictical ones.
There are no other kinds of judgments [concerning the objects].70

The basis of this recursion –the third element of the triple of (a)–
consists of a description of the singular judgments; and the eleven other
kinds of judgments determine the steps of recursion. [The names of
these kinds of judgments are, so to speak, the categories of judgments.]

[5][e] The Analytic of Concepts

Next [= (2)(a)], these concepts –which still are not concepts of the
objects of appearance but of the judgments concerning these objects of
appearance, [just the categories of the judgments]– are to be formalized; and this means: Only their conceptual structures which are free of
The four groups [of judgments] are maintained by Kant furthermore at all of his
publications concerning Speculative Métaphysics. But the threefold subdivisions of
each of these groups is maintained by him only in the „KrV“, and also in the „KrV“ not
everywhere but only concerning the judgments and the categories but no longer concerning the principles.
69 I don’t know why the direction of this sequence is converted here; see the following
board 2.(a)!
70 Kant knew that a recursive definition needs such an exclusive condition. But nowadays, many philosophers are not aware of the necessity of such exclusive conditions.
68
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every material content are to be regarded, but not their conceptual contents, which means in this case: not the judgments.
Now, the way of thinking and judging is isomorphic to the way of
perceiving and cognizing. Therefore, in order to derive the categories
[of cognizing] out of these [categories of] judgments, that set of names
of judging are to be substituted by a suitable set of corresponding names of kinds of cognizing.
By walking along this path of derivation, the set of categories of cognizing –up to now: being formalized and therefore being not yet associated with any material content– is received in a systematical manner;
and this systematical manner leads to that complete set of the fundamental categories [of cognizing]:71
2. This is the board of the categories:
(a) the categories of quantity:
unity,
plentiness,
universality;
(b) the categories of quality:
reality,
negation,
limitation;
(c) the categories of relation:
the relation of inherence and subsistence (substantia et accidentia),
the relation of causality and dependence (cause and effect),
the relation of community (interaction between the acting one and the
suffering one);
(d) the categories of modality:
possibility–impossibility,
existence–non-existence,
necessity–coincidence.
Up to now, these categories are still Ideen, i.e.: mere conceptions,
i.e.: concepts connected with formal structures given them by the intellect without any content of intuitions, and therefore without any relation to the world of appearances.

Of course, other categories may be defined by them: These other ones are derived
ones, being derived from that twelve fundamental ones.
NB: From now on I will omit this part „of cognizing“ from the expression „category“.
71
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Therefore [= (2)(b)], these formalized categories –these pure concepts– are to be schematized [= interpreted ] by the structure [of the
contents] of cognitions.
In order to establish thereby not empirical –i.e.: aposteriorical–
concepts but pure –i.e.: apriorical– ones, these material content needs
to be pure, too, which means: It has to consist of the pure intuitions, of
the forms given apriorically to the impressions, therefore definitely of
the time and –to a certain amount, namely: concerning external intuitions– of the space.
Therefore, this is the path is the métaphysical derivation of the categories:
∴ The set of judgments is complete and well-ordered and thus cogent and well-arounded;
∴ this ordered set of cognitions has the same structure as that ordered set of pure concepts of the intellect; and
∴ the premises of this derivation –that of the structure of the judgments und that of the similarity– are systematically established and
therefore cogent and well-rounded, too. Therefore,
∷ also its conclusion is cogent and well-arounded.72
This completes the intensions of the categories.

[5][f] The Analytic of Principles

Finally [= (3)], from these intensions of the categories the métaphysical principles of [every] experience are derived:
»Die Tafel der Kategorien giebt uns die ganz natürliche Anweisung
zur Tafel der Grundsätze, weil diese doch nichts anders als Regeln des
objektiven Gebrauchs der ersteren sind.«73
These principles which he derives from the intensions of the categories –which means in that case: not from the mere contentless

Of course, this is not exactly Kant’s way of arguing, but my analysis of such a procedure.
And, of course, neither the premise of this argument –the assertion of similarity– nor
the conclusion –those principles of experience being proved thereby– is accepted by
me.
73 „The board of categories presents to us the very natural instruction for [establishing] the board of principles; for these ones are nothing else than rules of application of
the former ones.“: See Appendix 4.
72
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structures of them but from both this structures and their interpretations upon time [and space]–, too, are subdivided into four groups:74
3. This is the Board of the Pure Principles of Experience:
(a) the axioms of intuition;
(b) the anticipation of perception;
(c) the analogies of experience;
(d) the postulates of cognition, i.e.: of empirical thinking altogether.

Ad (a): the Axiom of Appearance:
This is the Principle of Pure Reason:
„All appearances –concerning their intuitions– are extensive magnitudes.“ 75

Ad (b): the Anticipation of Perception:
This is the Principle according to which all Perceptions are Anticipated:
„Within every appearance, the impression and the real object of the appearance [= realis phaenomenon] has an intensive magnitude, i.e.: a degree.“76
Ad (c): the Analogies of Experience:
This is the General Principle of every Experience:
„All appearances –according to their kind of existing– are apriorically
subdue to the time according to determining of their relation one to another.“; and in particular:
This is the Principle of Persistence:
„Every appearance contains the persisting one [= the substance] as its
object and the changeable one as its mere attribute, i.e.: as the manner
of the object’s existing.“
This is the Principle of Generation:

Only the sub-groups (c) and (d) are subdivided again into three particular principles. I am not able to discover the reason why (a) and (b) remained not explained in
this threefold manner.
75 This means: They all are extended in time; [and in addition all external ones are extended in space, too.]
But this means that appearances never consist of temporal points or –in addition– of
spatial points, but of intervals of temporal as well as of spatial points.
76 This means: Their degree can be mapped onto the set of [positive] real numbers by
an isomorphism, i.e.: by some suitable 1-1-correspondence.
This, of course, entails that these magnitudes are continua. Therefore, in this case
Kant does not follow Dẹmókritos but Anaxagóras!
74
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„Everything which happens [= which comes into existence] requires

something which is preceding to it and from which it follows [in time]
according to some rule.“
This is the Principle of Community:
„All substances which exist simultaneously are related one to another in
through-out community [i.e.: in interaction77 one to another].“
Ad (d): the Postulates of Cognition:

„Everything which is connected one to another with the formal condit-

ions of experience [according to the experience’s intuitions and concepts] is possible.“
„Everything which is connected one to another with the material conditions of experience [according to the experience’s impressions] is real.“
„Everything which is real and which is determined one to another according to the general conditions of experience exists necessarily.“
The category of substance, schematized [= interpreted] by the general [= inner as well outer] form of all impressions –i.e.: by [the flow
of] time– determines that while the states of the substance are changing
all the time; however, the quantum of the altogether substance neither
increases nor decreases but remains of equal magnitude all the time.78
With respect to outer appearances, this presupposes the space in which
such a floating of the attributes of the substance from one part of the
space to another part of it may happen.
Within some genuine part of the space [at some time], the amount
of forces [respectively of energies] may increase or decrease. But within
the whole space these forces [respectively energies] neither increase
nor decrease.
We cannot perceive the substance immediately but only mediately,
namely: by the forces which are acting in space, i.e.: by the forces of attraction, of repulsion, and of impenetrability.79

Since, according to Kant, this Principle of Community is distinct from that Principle
of Generation, therefore an interaction is distinct from a causation.
Consequently, these interactions are of infinite velocity, contrarily to the causations,
which are of finite velocity altogether.
In the sense of Albert Einstein (1879-1955), such interactions are not to be used as
signals.
78 In this sense, the time is –so to speak– the immediate neighbour –in Kant’s words:
the Substratum– of the substance [of the universe of the empirical world (of appearances and of measurements]].
79 „KrV-A“, p. 265.
77
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There is nowhere something like an empty space; [but, of course, it
may happen that at some places of the space the degree of the magnitude of available substance is too low as to be perceived by gross sense
organs.]
Furthermore, an empty space cannot be perceived; for there cannot exist any –immediate or mediate– intuition of it. Therefore, this
concept „empty space“ is itself empty of any kind of intuition; in short:
The concept „empty space“ is itself empty.
This completes the set of the fundamental share of the apriorical
and moreover transcendental principles of experience.
In order to present at least some few hints how the categories lead
the path from impressions to cognitions –and sometimes already to
knowledge–, two methodological concepts need be clarified, namely:
„transcendent“ and „transcendental“.80
These two concepts contain a non-empty intersection; but they are
not synonymous one to another. These are the definitions:
• „A concept as well a conception is transcendent iff its area of application is widened beyond the limits of impressions.“81
⋆ „A concept as well as a conception is transcendental iff its area of
application is not the field of impressions but the human path of establishing cognitions according to impressions inasmuch as its apriorical
possibility as well as its apriorical necessity is concerned.“

NB: This threefold subdivision of forces does not occur in Kant’s earlier publications
and is –step by step– abandoned in his later publications in favour of the twofold one.
Maybe he is mentioning here the force of impenetrability conditioned by his regarding trichotomies instead of mere dichotomies. For everywhere else he regards the
force of impenetrability as being a part of the force of the force of repulsion.
80 These two concepts are declared and distinguished clearly by Kant.
By the way: It is not astonishing that he here and there uses some methodological
concepts incongruently; on the contrary: It is astonishing that this did not happen
more frequently. For we have to regard the way of creating this opus magnum of him:
The hand-written manuscript, which lead to a book of 856 pages, was written down
within less more than a half year. Of course, also during this period his methodological
conceptions and therefore his methodological concepts were not completely stable
but had further developments, as this is appropriate at a great thinker whose mind is
still alive.
Therefore, it’s the behavour of less great men to trace for such incongruous passage
within the thoughts of a great man.
81 By transforming this statement from immediate cognition to cognition of some empirical science, we get the statement, that a conception and therefore also a concept of
this science is transcendent iff its area of application is widened beyond the limits of
measurements.
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[5][g] The Two Limits of Cognition

The concepts „empty space“ as well as „thing in itself“ are both
transcendent; therefore, also both the conceptions of an empty space
and of a thing in itself are transcendent. For there are no impressions –
or at least reproductions of impressions by the capacity of imagination,
or anticipations of impressions– to which they may refer.
Furthermore, the concept of an empty space as well as the related
conception, both are nowhere needed in order to establish and to justify
some cognition.
On the other hand, the concept „thing in itself“ as well as the conception related to this concept both are essentially needed in order to
distinguish empirical reality from consistent dreams.
The concept „empty space“ is situated completely outside of the
area of possible cognition of the world in its empirical respects, in a
word: outside of theoretical cognition, therefore: outside of speculative
métaphysics.
By way of contrast, the concept „thing in itself“ –despite of its being
situated outside, too– is situated close to this limit, and moreover is
even –so to speak– touching this limit like an immediate neighbour
close to the side of the object of cognition.
There are also neighbours outside of possible cognition of the
world in its empirical respect close to the side of the subject of cognition. To philosophers during the milleniums, „omnipotent god“ as well as
„I“ respectively „Self“ are these ones which mainly are introduced into
their philosophies.
The concept „omnipotent god“ is completely void of any immediate
or mediate relation to impressions; and therefore the conception of an
omnipotent god is of no influence concerning any cognition of the empirical world. Thus, this concept as well as this conception both are situated completely outside of the area of possible cognition of the world
in its empirical respects.
By way of contrast, the concept „I“ respectively „Self“ in its transcendental respect –despite of its being situated outside, too– is situated
close to this limit, and moreover is even –so to speak– touching this limit like an immediate neighbour close to the side of the subject of cognition.
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But concerning the concept „I“, an important differentiation has to
be regarded, namely: the empirical I, and the transcendental I.
The empirisches Ich [= the empirical I ] of the subject of cognition
consists of his body and of his mind, inasmuch as both body and mind
are cognized by the subject of cognition by his powers of sensority and
reflection, strictly speaking: by his capacities of external and internal
sensority.
Concerning the outer impressions of this empirical I –in a word:
concerning the body of the subject–, there is no essential difference to
other outer impressions; on the contrary, the inner impressions are
things in itself as they appear to the subject.82
This empirical I of the subject of cognition is changing and developing all the time concerning its bodily states as well as concerning its
mental states; there are no different moments where they are not different, at least slightly different when such different moments are close
one to another.
By way of contrast, the transzendentales Ich [= the transcendental I ] is identical with the transcendental subject, in a word: with the
Self, with the transcendental apperception.83 This expression „transcendental I“ –respectively one of its synonyms– is a mere Idee [≈ expression respectively conception]84; for there is no non-logical intens-

The empirical subject consists of those things which the subject cognizes as its own
person via impressions and concepts.
83
The empirical apperception, which is to be used not philosophy but in psychology,
consists of those things which the subject cognizes as its own contents of mind via impressions and concepts.
But the transcendental apperception, which is not to be used in psychology but in
philosophy, is void of any intuition and therefore –being a mere Idee [= conception]–
not an object of any appearance and therefore not an object of the world of appearances [and measurements].
By the way: instead of S: „ātman“ –i.e. E: „Self“– Kant sometimes uses G: „Selbstbewusstsein“. In everyday usage this expression is synonymous with „self-confidence“;
and in philosophical usage it is synonymous with „apperception“. But E: „self-consciousness“ is to be translated into G: „Gehemmt-Sein, Hemmung, Verlegen-Sein,
Verlegenheit, Unsicher-Sein, Unsicherheit“.
Kant mostly uses „transzendentale Apperzeption“, and only sometimes „Bewusstsein
seiner selbst“, and only rarely „Selbstbewusstsein“ respectively „Selbst“; but he uses
the other ones in even that kind in which the great ancient Indian philosopher Yājñavalkya (10th-9th century BC) used the concept „ātman“.
Most probably, Kant received some approximate information concerning this philosophy not from the Kalmüks via merchants from St.Petersburg but from English captains; see: „ ... wie tüchtige englische Seeleute berichten ...“.
84 Kant’s concept „Idee“ must not be confused with Hume’s concept „idea“.
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ion to be associated with it, i.e.: no rule how to use this expression, except the logical truth „Ich bin“ [= „I am“]85. And moreover, there is no –
immediate or at least mediate– impression of the thinking and perceiving subject to which this Idee may refer as its content, as its matter.
But nevertheless, this transcendental apperception not only touches the –so to speak: upper– limit of every cognition86 but moreover is
the junction –in Kant’s word: the synthesis– of every knowledge:
A knowledge is a cognition which is proved to be true and which
therefore during the flow of time never turn out to be false, neither in
past nor in present nor in future.
This statement „I am“ ist time-independent; it therefore is true in
past as well as in present as well as in future. Now this transcendental
apperception is the utmost point of thinking; and this point, from which
on the mind is cognizing every mental object that is to be cognized, is
therefore not to be cognized; for the relation of cognizing is asymmetrical: If „b cognizes d“ is true then „d does not cognize b“ has to be true.87
Everything is cognized finally from this time-independent –transcendent as well as– transcendental point of view; and everything which
is a mean of the mind in order to establish cognition is to be related to
this transcendental apperception. In this manner, the synthetic unity of
the consciousness is established as well as guaranteed by that transcendental apperception.
Therefore, the statement „I am“ [need not accompany every timeindependent cognition but] may be added to every time-independent
cognition. But this presupposes –and entails– the condition that all the
concepts within such a cognition are time-independent ones.
According to empirical cognitions, concepts which at least are partially time-dependent are needed in order to seize all the time-dependent impressions.
But there exist oberste Verstandesbegriffe [= upmost concepts of
the intellect ] which are –so to speak– close to the transcendental apperception. And since the transcendental apperception is time-independent, these upmost concepts, too, are to be time-independent. The
René Descartes in his discipline of knowledge, too, presented the statement “Je sui“
as some top knowledge. But in the sense of Kant, this „Je sui“ has to be regarded as an
empirical cognition, since it is the result of an empirical investigation.
86 In contexts of this kind, I use E: „cognition“ as translation of G: „Erkenntnis“.
87 May be, this relation, restricted to the transcendental I, might be regarded by Kant
as being reflexive, i.e.: „I cognize I“ is true.
But according to Yājñavalkya, even this is not possible.
85
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categories as well as all concepts which may be defined by the categories are exactly these upmost concepts; for they are related not immediately but mediately to the impressions: These concepts which are related to the impressions –and these conceptions which are accompanied
by them respectively– are to be established by the intellect in accordance with the time-independent categories. Therefore, they are –and, of
course, are to be– time-independent.
Being so, they constitute not only cognition but knowledge in its
strict sense. Moreover, only cognition of this kind can be justified and
therefore can be shown to be knowledge.
Using this knowledge with regard to intuitions leads to empirical
cognition which then may turn out to be permanently accepted, of
course, without being justified as being permanently valid.

[5][h] The Hierarchy of Cognitions

These are the steps of establishing cognition [in its wide meaning]
which are established out of suitable matter:88

When Kant started to write the –handwritten!– manuscript of the „KrV“, his attemts
to establish a methodological terminology which is useful for his doctrine was not yet
terminated; therefore, some of his expressions were not used time-independently by
him; this is to be expected. On the contrary: With regard to the conditions on working
at the manuscript it is amazing how rarely lacks of clarity happened to him.
NB: In order to avoid misunderstandings that may occur when these translations are
compared with those of other translators, it seems useful to sum up these translations
of mine again in this FN:
(1) „impression“ = „Empfindung, Eindruck“;
(2) „intuition“ = „Anschauung“ [better: „look-at“, whereby the empirical share of the
intuition is its matter and whereby the apriorical share is its form];
(3) „appearance“ = „Erscheinung“;
(4) „perception“ = „Wahrnehmung“;
(5) „cognition“ = „Erkenntnis“;
(6) „experience“ = „Erfahrung, Erfahrungsurteil“; and
(7) „knowledge“ = „Wissen, Gewusstes“.
In addition, also these translations are used here:
„sensority“ = „Sinnlichkeit“;
„sensory organ“ = „Sinnesorgan, mit Sinneskräften verbundener Körperteil“;
„sensory power [sensory capacity]“ = „Sinneskraft, Sinnesfähigkeit“;
„concept“ = „Begriff“;
„conception“ = „Vorstellung“;
„consciousness“ = „Bewusstsein, Bewusstseinszustand“;
„intellect“ = „Verstand“;
88
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(1) an impression, evoked by a thing in itself which affects the sensory organs and the sensory capacities of the subject;
(2) an intuition, evoked by an impression when this impression is
ordered by the pair of temporal and spatial ordering capacities which is
one of the two main capacities of the intelligibility, whereby its ordering
share consists of pure intuitions and whereby the matter ordered by
them consists of impressions;89
(3) an appearance, evoked by an intuition when the object to be
cognized is identified within this empirical intuition by pure intuition;
(4) a perception, evoked by an appearances when the object of
appearance is designed by some suitable concept which is established
by the intellect, so that this perception is an empirical consciousness;
(5) a cognition [in its narrow meaning],90 evoked by a perception,
whereby the object of perception is related to attributes designated and
identified by concepts which are established by the intellect;
(6) an experience, evoked by a synthesis of suitably ordered pairs
of cognitions and leaded to some respective universalization;91 and finally –or rather: primarily–
(7) a knowledge [in its strict meaning],92 which develops and presents the concepts which are used as means in order to establish perceptions out of appearances as well as cognitions out of perceptions as
well as experiences out of cognitions.
The concepts are produced altogether by the intellect.

„intelligibility“ = „Einsichtskraft, Einsichtsfähigkeit“;
„reason“ = „Vernunft“;
„apperception“ = „Apperzeption, Bewusstsein seiner selbst, Selbstbewusstsein“.
89 In the case where the perceiving subject is a robot, its intuition consists of photopictures respectively an ordered sets of saved bits.
Then, concepts established by conceptions are required in order to transform such
an intuition into a perception and furthermore into a cognition.
90 A cognition in its broad meaning is either a perception or a cognition in its narrow
meaning or an experience or a knowledge.
91 E.g.: that a body is heavy, given the cognitions that this object is a body, whereby the
very same object is heavy, and whereby this synthesis is understood in its universalization, i.e.: that every body is heavy.
Such a [universal] implication is a judgment of increase [= Erweiterungsurteil ],
since the intension if being heavy is not entailed within the intension of being a body
but is established by synthesis, in this case: by empirical synthesis.
A judgment of breakdown [= Zergliederungsurteil ] is established by pure analysis
of the concepts which occur in it.
92 A knowledge in its everyday-meaning is a cognition in its broad meaning.
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Thereby, those of them which are to be applied to appearances are
to fit to the objects of appearances; and those of them which are to be
applied to the perceptions are to fit to the qualities of the objects of
perceptions; for otherwise, they are useless. Therefore, these concepts
are to be regarded as being not completely pure ones and therefore as
being empirical ones.
On the other hand, those concepts which are to be applied not to
appearances but to pure intuitions are pure ones; and furthermore,
those concepts which are without any reference even to pure intuitions
are empty. But empty concepts do, of course, not entail any intuition;
therefore, no intuition –and also no pure intuition– can be derived out
of them. Therefore, the categories are to be schematized by the pure intuition of time in order to derive from them the métaphysical principles
of experience; for every experience happens within the flow of time.
Thus, every cognition of the real world –thereby, of course: cognition in its wide meaning– is the offspring of two parents, namely: of intuitions and of concepts. In detail:

Ad (1): An impression is presented to the subject aposteriorically
by hin sensority. For in order to receive an impression, the subject’s
mind does not provide apriorically any share.
Ad (2): An [empirical] intuition contains an impression as its
aposteriorical share; and its apriorical share consists of the general
temporal form and –in the case of an external intuition– in addition its
general spatial form. These pure intuitions are established and presented by the subject’s intelligibility.
Ad (3): An appearance contains –besides the apriorical shares of
the intuition out of which it evoke– in addition some particular temporal form and –in the case of an external intuition– in addition some particular spatial form in order to determine suitable objects in it. Such objects are finitely limited parts of time and –concerning outer parts– also
finitely limited parts of space. The object of appearance is that part
which the subject’s mind is interested in.
Ad (4): A perception contains –besides the apriorical shares of the
appearance out of which it evoke– in addition some particular concept
which fits to –in another word: which is isomorphic to– the determined
object of appearance and by which the subject’s intellect identifies this
object conceptually. Such a particular concept –is, of course, not derived
from the categories but– is established by the intellect in accordance
with these categories.
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Ad (5): A cognition contains –besides the apriorical shares of the
perception out of which it evoke– in addition some general concept
whose general rule fits to –in another word: whose conceptual structure is isomorphic to– some general temporal or even also some general spatial form of what appears at this object of that perception.
Ad (6): An experience consists of a universalized set of suitable
ordered pairs of cognitions, whereby this ordering as well as the universalizing of it is performed in accordance with the principles which
are derived from the categories; this constitutes an additional apriorical
share concerning an experience.
Ad (7): A genuine knowledge is throughout apriorically established and justified by the subject’s intellect.
Concerning the empirical capacities, there are these three sources
of the empirical share of every cognition:
(a) the sensory capacity, consisting of the five kinds of being affected
by some unknown and unknowable thing-in-itself;
(b) the power of imagination [including remembrance and anticipation of some otherwise given impression], and
(c) [the power of empirical] apperception.

And there are these three upper abilities [= abilities of the intelligibility] of the pure share of every cognition:
(I) the intellect,
(II) the power of judging, and
(III) the reason.
Ad (I): The sensory capacities present the objects [to the subject]
like they appear [to him]; and the intellect presents them [to him] as
they are [in its empirical respects]; for the sensual capacities may differ
according to the different kinds of sentient beings; but the intellect is
unique [to all of them]: The different sentient beings may have got more
or less parts of it; but no sentient being has got different kinds of it.
The intellect in its empirical orientation consists in the subject’s
ability to connect different intuitions by empirical concepts in relation
to the transcendental apperception; and the intellect in its transcendental orientation consists in the subject’s ability to connect different
empirical concepts by transcendental concepts [= categories], namely:
to connect them in relation to even this transcendental apperception, to
the transcendental I, described by: „I am“.
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Ad (II): The power of judging is a peculiar talent which cannot be
taught but which can be developed by its practising. Lack of power of
judging is what is called „stupidity“.
Ad (III): The reason is to be regarded according to its empirical
respect as well as to its pure respect.
According to its empirical respect, the reason is identical with the
intelligibility which leads from appearances to experiences [and furthermore to sophisticated theories].
According to its pure respect, the reason is nowhere immediate
related to objects of appearance but is immediate related to the intellectual concepts of them solely. While the intellect is uniting the
variety respects of intuitions and of appearances by concepts, the pure
reason is uniting the variety of concepts by Ideen [≈ conceptions], i.e.:
by transcendental concepts which are outside of the area of intuitions
and of appearances but close to this area and touching its limits.
The categories together with their temporal schemes are situated
inside of this area; and therefore the same holds for the principles of
[receiving] experiences which may be derived from these categories.
But the concept of transcendental apperception as well as all the concepts and conceptions related to it are situated outside of that field of
thinking; and therefore they are not offsprings of the intellect but of the
reason.

[5][i] The Transcendental Dialectic

The „Transzendentale Dialektik“ consists of the concluding chapter
of the „Transzendentale Elementarlehre“.
The purpose and the aim of the preceding part „Transzendentale
Analytik“ was to show that the area of knowledges –i.e.: of those judgments which are true and whose truth is justified– is not limited to the
field of analytical truths but includes also that part of the synthetic
truths which are apriorical ones.
And the purpose and the aim of this following part „Transzendentale Dialektik“ is to show that the area of knowledges does not go beyond the field of the synthetic-apriorical truths: Concepts like „god“
and „soul“ may be used in connection with intuitions, with look-at; then,
of course „soul“ belongs to the concepts of empirical psychology; and
then „god“ belongs to different early-scientific natural and social theories. But „[omniscient and omnipotent] god“ and „[immortal] soul“ are
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concepts which are in no way related to any empirical share or at least
pure share of intuitions; therefore, they are empty of any content; and
then the statements derived from them are empty of content, too.
In addition, it is proved that the proofs presented to show the existence of [an omniscient and omnipotent] god as well as the existence
of an immortal soul are invalid ones altogether.
Concerning microphysics and macrophysics, contradictions are
derived from the assumptions: that things of the universe as well as the
complete universe are not [only] given to us by impressions and therefore as objects of appearances but [in addition] were available to us as
they are by themselves; and these contradictions therefore refute that –
transcendent– assumption.
The „Transzendentale Methodenlehre“ consists mainly of a summary of the results which are derived in the „Transzendentale Elementarlehre“ –i.e.: the essence of his theoretical philosophy, in his own
words: of his speculative philosophy– and a prospect of his practical
philosophy.«
This is a summary of Kant’s „Critik der Reinen Vernunft“ concerning those items which I regard as his central ones.

Of course, regarded from the point of view of our present age, we
are tempted to criticize several arguments of this opus magnum. But
surely he himself would do it nowadays, if he were still alive. And therefore, we have to relate such items to the views of physicists and of
logicians of the age of his period; and we are well advised to direct our
eyes to these firm results of his epistemology and métaphysics which
remain as soon as the following items are omitted and taken away from
his opus:
∷ the Platonic discipline of concepts,
∷ the restriction of deductive logic to Aristotelian syllogistics,
∷ the restriction of geometry to Euclidian geometry, and
∷ the restriction of physics to Newtonian mechanics.
What then remains is still –and it will remain to be– an opus magnum, which then is freed from all kinds of absolutisms.
In even this sense, I regard myself as a disciple of Kant.

[6] Kant’s Métaphysical Principles of the Natural Science
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His book „Metaphysische Anfangsgründe der Naturwissenschaft“
(1786)93 is presented as an interim solution concerning the transition
from this métaphysics to physics and sciences; for his goal was to finish
a text to be called like „Die Metaphysik der Naturwissenschaft“.94
Alas, without using means of mathematics –and therefore being not
recognized by the physicists of that period– he developed a physical
Theory of Relativity:
»Movements of a body at a straight line are not real movements
but seeming movements; they are movements relative to some relative
space, in other words: relative to some coordinate system, whose zeropoint ‹0,0,0› is identified with the centre of gravity of some object d of
perception respectively of measurement:95 The centre of gravity of
some body b of perception may move relative to that space whose
zero-point is fixed with d’ s centre of gravity; but this, of course, will be
without any movement relative to that space whose zero-point is fixed
with b’ s own centre of gravity.
However, movements of a body at some non-straight line –especially as a circular movement– are real movements; however, such a real
movement presupposes not an arbitrarily chosen relative space but an
absolute space. And this is one of the roots of some Theory of Absoluteness.96
This absolute space is an objective space, to which all relative
spaces are to be related [including the initial subjective space, i.e.: that
métaphysical space which presents spatial order to the impressions].

In the meantime, certainly effected by Kant’s early texts on natural philosophy,
physics got a fast and rapid development, but effected by physicists which were
mathematicians. Since Kant –at least concerning mathematical calculus– did not
receive any remarkable training from his teacher Knutzen, Kant was not able to take
part of this development. But nevertheless he regarded this development, as may be
seen with regard to the expression „Naturwissenschaft“ instead of „Naturphilosophie“.
94 This may be seen in relation to his books „Grundlegung zur Metaphysik der Sitten“
(1785) and „Die Metaphysik der Sitten“ (1797).
95 When Einstein published his paper on relativity, he did not use the concept „Spezielle Relativitätstheorie“, which he inventioned years later, but „Relativitätstheorie“.
96 As was pointed out by the physicist Günther Ludwig (1918-2007), the expression
„Allgemeine Relativitätstheorie“ is somehow misleading. For the core of this theory of
Einstein contains the thesis that there is an absolute coordinate system and therefore
an absolute space: The point ‹0, 0, 0› of this coordinate system has to be exactly identical with the centre of gravity of the complete physical universe.
93
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Therefore, this objective space is the space according to the content of a
suitable developed physics.
[The absolute time is an objective time, to which all relative times
are to be related including the initial subjective time, i.e.: that métaphysical time which presents temporal order to the impressions.97
Take this as an example: Suppose that some hunter stays about 1
km away from the perceiving subject and that some roe deer is peacefully grazing about 1 km away from him. Suddenly the subject sees
smoke coming out from the end of the barrel of the hunter’s riffle, and
about 1 s later he sees the roe deer’s falling down, and again 2 s later he
hears a bang: This is the subjective temporal ordering of the subject’s
respective impressions. But almost immediately, according to his empirical knowledge, he will re-arrange them in accordance with the métaphysical principle of causality: He well re-arrange them in this manner that at first there must have been the hunter’s shot, followed immediately afterwards by the smoke (as well as by the assumed bang
which was perceived by the hunter), followed 1 s later by the roe deer’s
death, and followed finally by the bang which was perceived by the subject.]98«
In any case, neither results like the finiteness of the velocity of light
rays nor the Lorentz transformations were available to him. Therefore,
he regarded the Galilei transformations as the only possible ones.
Movements of three-dimensionally extended objects are the starting point of his argumentation; and from movement he derives velocity
and acceleration in the usual manner. Forces are determined with regard to acceleration; and bodies are regarded as three-dimensionally
extended objects which are impenetrable one to another.
As in his early books concerning natural philosophy, he thereby
regards two forces –resp. energies– as being fundamental for physics,
namely: the force of attraction, and the force of repulsion. The force of
impenetrability seems to be the state where the force of attraction is
overwhelmed by the force of repulsion.
Concerning the question whether an empty space is to be assumed,
it seemed clear to him that bodies –in order to perform movements–
need some kind of empty space between them. On the other hand, he
assumed that even that empty space can not be void at all, probably –
in my opinion– because forces, too, need a medium in order to spread
As far as I know, this was regarded at first by Heinrich Scholz (1884-1956).
Already within the „KrV“ there are to be found indicates for the distinction of subjective time and objective time.
97
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over the boarder of the respective bodies. This means that in such contexts the concept „empty space“ is not to be understood in its absolute
sense of being completely empty but in its relative sense of being empty
of gross matter, which certainly is to understood as: of being empty of
gross accumulations of fixed energies.

He was not able to solve this problem during the remaining few
years of his lifetime. In his note-book he stated that some kind of energy
is to be everywhere in the universe outside the bodies as well as inside
of them, be it ether or be it some kind of subtle warmth,99 in words of
our decade: of black energy and of black matter [which arise as knots
of black energy]. This note-book was published posthumously entitled
„Opus Postumum“.

[7] Concluding Remarks

He died in 1804 at Königsberg, where he was born 80 years before.
His final utterance was: „Es ist gut!“100

Obviously, he now tried to become detached from his earlier concept „fire“, in my
opinion: in order to be not [mis-]understood according to Pre-Socratic natural philosophies.
100 „It is good!“
99
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